
CONCEPT
The concept for ReTh!nk’s 
Corporate Office is a sunburst.  
ReTh!nk represents emerging 
ideas and the environment 
around us. Since they are 
an environmentally conscious 
and creative company, the 
sunburst symbol representing 
the sun and nature can serve as 
a constant inspiration and can 
represent new bright ideas. 
Through the use of line, shape, 
contrast, color, and emphasis, 
I will bring the company’s 
philosophy to the design.

PHILOSOPHY
ReTh!nk, Inc., is a vibrantly 
green industrial design firm 
that realizes the importance 
of sustainability. We believe 
that everything and everyone 
has an influence on our design.  
We pay close attention to 
what is going on around us 
both worldwide, regionally, 
and locally within our own 
company. This is why we 
encourage open communication 
because we feel that everyone 
has something to contribute 
throughout the design process.  
We want to recycle everything 
around us, including old and 
outdated ideas. We focus on 
reengineering, redesigning, 
and redeveloping existing 
products into sustainable 
ideas, products, and 
technologies. We want to 
change the world through 
sustainability. We believe 
that through design, we can 
accomplish our goals and make our 
world a vibrant shade of green.
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horizontal view at 42” from a workstation in the design staff area.

leed eq credit 8.3: direct lines of sight to perimeter vision glazing
view to glazing between 2’6” and 7’6” aff from all areas of the plan.

leed ea credit 1.2: optimize energy performance — lighting  controls
ecosystem by lutron electronics works with digital electronic dimming  
ballasts,controls, and environmental sensors to save energy, increase comfort 
and productivity, improve space flexibility, and reduce maintenance costs.

leed ie q credit 8.1: daylight and views—daylight
Provide sunlight redirection and/or glare control devices to ensure 
daylight effectiveness with 3m scotchtint sun control window film.
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